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Egypt Galleries Resources 
The articles and websites below relate to many of the artifacts on display in the Egypt 
Galleries of the Penn Museum.  

Funerary Traditions 

 

Funerary 
Beliefs 

An article on the Egyptians 
view of the importance of 
funerals and their journey to 
the afterlife. 

http://www.penn.museum/sites
/expedition/funerary-beliefs-of-
the-ancient-egyptians/ 

 

Mummy 
Casing 
And 
Tomb 
Imagery 

An article about a coffin 
from the Penn Museum’s 
collection. The elaborate 
decoration contains 
important imagery.  

http://www.penn.museum/blog
/collection/125th-anniversary-
object-of-the-
day/nebnetcherus-coffin-lid-
object-of-the-day-43/ 

 

Mummy 
Mask 

An article examining a 
mummy mask. Masks like 
these would cover the face 
of the deceased and 
depict the person as if he or 
she had joined the gods in 
the aAfterlife. 

http://www.penn.museum/blog
/collection/125th-anniversary-
object-of-the-day/mummy-
mask-object-of-the-day-109/ 

 

Shawabti 

A small funerary figurine 
that would be buried in a 
tomb. It was believed to 
magically come to life to 
serve the deceased in the 
Afterlife. 

http://www.penn.museum/blog
/collection/125th-anniversary-
object-of-the-day/royal-
shawabti-object-of-the-day-
103/ 
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Pharaohs 

 

Ramesses II  

A statue of 
Ramesses II. He is 
considered as 
one of the most 
productive 
pharaohs in 
Egyptian history. 

http://www.penn.museum/blog/coll
ection/125th-anniversary-object-of-
the-day/seated-statue-of-ramesses-
ii-object-of-the-day-113/ 

 

Tutankham
en and 
“Pharaohs’ 
Curses” 

An article on the 
“pharaohs’ 
curses” and its 
connection to 
the discovery of 
Tutankhamen’s 
tomb. 

http://www.penn.museum/docume
nts/publications/expedition/PDFs/29-
2/The%20Curse.pdf 

 

Religion 

 

Aten Relief 
From 
Amarna 

A relief depicting 
the sun god 
Aten. Aten was 
adopted as the 
only god during 
the reign of the 
pharaoh 
Akhenaten. 

http://www.penn.museum/blog/coll
ection/125th-anniversary-object-of-
the-day/aten-relief-from-amarna-
egypt-object-of-the-day-15/ 

 

Colossal 
Head of 
Ramesses II 

A depiction of 
Ramesses II as 
Osiris, the 
Egyptian god of 
the dead  

http://www.penn.museum/blog/coll
ection/125th-anniversary-object-of-
the-day/object-of-the-day-27/ 

 

Egyptian 
Wands 

Pieces of carved 
hippopotamus 
tusk that were 
used in religious 
ceremonies. 

http://www.penn.museum/blog/coll
ection/125th-anniversary-object-of-
the-day/egyptian-wand-object-of-
the-day-97/ 
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Sphinx 

 

Penn 
Museum’s 
Sphinx of 
Ramesses II 

A brief history on 
the Penn 
Museum’s 
Sphinx. The 
largest ancient 
sphinx in the 
western 
hemisphere. 

http://www.penn.museum/sites/exp
edition/sphinx/ 

 

Trade 

 

Egyptian 
Trade 
Routes 

An article on 
Egyptian trade 
routes based on 
analysis of 
excavation site 
discoveries in the 
Eastern Desert of 
Egypt. 

http://www.penn.museum/sites/exp
edition/routes-through-the-eastern-
desert-of-egypt/ 

 

Interactives 

 

Escape 
From The 
Mummy’s 
Tomb 

Collect artifacts 
from a mummy’s 
tomb while 
avoiding the 
mummy and 
place them in 
their correct 
exhibit cases. 

http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk
/kids/games-quizzes/egypt-
mummys/  
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